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Year 2 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 11
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.2@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.
Children should read for 20 minutes daily. Free online books can be found on
oxford owl. Additionally, weekly books will be set on Epic books on a FridayFriday basis.
Firstly, there are some multi-syllabic words for your child to read to you. They
may read these quite quickly or they may need support in decoding the word.
To push your child further you could write them on slips of paper and have your
child read them quickly as you flip from one to the next. You can also ask your
child to put the word into a sentence to aid their understanding.
Reading

This week I have set questions based on the ‘Thirsty, Thirsty Elephants’ book
set on EPIC books. Your child should read the book page by page and answer
the questions attached to that page, I don’t advise your child to read the whole
book and answer the questions after as the book has many pages. You can mark
the questions together and they can edit any questions they didn’t get right, in a
different colour. Answers are at the back of the pack. This task can of course be
separated into daily tasks (a few pages a day) as this is what we would do at
school.
Ruth Miskin phonics streams daily lessons on YouTube, which are very helpful,
your child would benefit from revision of set 2 or set 3 sounds.
Grammar- This week, we are looking are learning to use different
conjunctions to join our sentences together. There is a worksheet attached to
support with this. Please encourage your child to use varied conjunctions in
their writing task for the week.

Writing

Writing- In writing this week we are writing a story to explain how an animal
got their unique features. I have written a model text for your child to read,
there is a task at the bottom of the page following this. The writing task follows
a similar task from last week where your child will plan their story, they can
choose an animal from the separate page in your pack envelope or they can
choose their own animal. There is a vocabulary page to help with choice of
words and lined paper for your child to write their story on.
Handwriting- This week were are learning the join ‘aw’ and ‘ew’, we are
putting this to practice by writing the words ‘saw’ and ‘grew’. There will be a
video on DB primary to support, this can be found on the Year 2 ‘handwriting’
page. I recommend your child attempting the joins first on a whiteboard or
Aiming High, Achieving Together

separate piece of paper to perfect the movements required. If they are confident
they can do this on lined paper or in a writing book. If they need some support,
they can complete the joins in a handwriting book, examples of both are in the
pack.
If you feel that your child is not quite ready for joining, that is absolutely fine,
they should continue with their letter formation. There is a letter formation
sheet attached for their practice. They should also practise the letter formations
on lined paper too.
In maths this week, we have moved onto a new unit called ‘Measures: Mass’.
The unit covers reading scales and comparing objects according to their weight.
Where possible, use of kitchen scales would be helpful, as would comparing the
weight of objects in the kitchen. E.g. the bag of sugar weighs ____, this is
heavier than the apple which weighs____”

Maths

There are some activities on ixl.com (link at bottom of learning log) that cover
this unit. Your child can also complete activities for other units from Year 2 if
they wish.
I have uploaded some videos to the Year 2 ‘Maths- Maths meeting- Pack
8/9/10/11’ pages to assist with some revision of multiplication and division.

Spelling

The pack sessions run as lessons with slides to assist the learning, they include
mini tasks throughout and larger tasks at the end. Please talk through the slides
with your child to aid their understanding. Task examples and answers are at
the back of pack where necessary. Some SATs type questions have been
attached to finish off the unit, alongside a 5x table revision sheet.
For this week, I have attached a ‘correct the spelling’ worksheet, these are all
year 2 spellings. Please encourage your child to do this independently. Answers
can be found at the back of the pack.
Spelling will be uploaded weekly onto DB Primary, this will roll on a
Wednesday to Wednesday basis. General spelling practice can be found on DB
as well. Your child can practise their common exception words by writing them
out. They can also put them into sentences to aid their understanding.

The wider
Curriculum

Humanities- We are continuing with our unit, which is ‘Kenya: a contrasting
location’. This unit builds on your child’s geography skills and will require them
to compare the place in which they live to Kenya. This session focuses on Rural
Kenya.
Science- We are continuing with our unit on ‘Plants’, this session focuses on
seeds and germination. I will be posting videos to the Year 2 science page midweek to support with this. In school, we would be growing our own plants for
this unit, so if you could do that at home it would be amazing! This will help
your child with their understanding of how plants grow.
Art- It would be great if you could make some puppets to accompany your
creative story for this week. For example, I would create an elephant, acacia tree
and a mango puppet for my story.
PSHE- I have attached a ‘mindfulness’ colouring sheet for your child to
complete when they need a break or when they would like to colour. The aim of
this activity is to give them something calming to do. At school we occasionally
play ‘relaxing music’ when completing such activities, so if they could listen to
some at home too, that would be great.
French- Fortnightly, there will be a video/activity on the DB year 2 blog.
Aiming High, Achieving Together

Additionally, Duolingo has a great website/app that can support with the
teaching of French.
Music-.There is a great link on the Year 2 page under ‘Music’, there are some
singing games and activities for your children to complete on there. Links will
be uploaded fortnightly.
Computing- activities will be uploaded on a Wednesday- Wednesday basis.
PE- I recommend the Joe Wicks home workouts, they are streamed at 9am, but
can be watched at any time on catch-up. These clips can be found on YouTube.
Extra
Activities
Websites

Ask your parent/carer if they need any help.
Tidy and organise your room.
The following websites are offering a variety of resources free to parents:

-

www.twinkl.co.uk./offer (Code: UKTWINKLHELPS)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/primary/zd7p47h
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/
https://www.kiddle.co/
https://www.dublinzoo.ie/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids
https://www.duolingo.com/
https://www.getepic.com/
https://mathsbot.com/
https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/
https://uk.ixl.com/math/year-2

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Squillaci
Year 2 Teacher

Aiming High, Achieving Together
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Grammar

Using Different Types of Conjunction
L.O: To recognise and use different types of conjunctions.

Choose a coordinating conjunction from the box to complete these sentences.
and

but

or

so

1. I went to bed very late ___________________ I am tired today.
2. I listened to the weather forecast ___________________ put an umbrella in my bag.
3. I enjoy playing hockey ___________________ it’s not my favourite sport.
4. We could go to the park ___________________ to the cinema.
Choose a subordinating conjunction from the box to complete these sentences.
although

because

so that

even if

whenever

1. My dad has fixed my bike ___________________ I can take it to the park.
2. My brother is grumpy ___________________ he has got to do his homework.
3. I will always support my local team, ___________________ they always lose!
4. He goes abroad on holiday, ___________________ he doesn’t like flying.
Choose a pair of correlative conjunctions from the box to complete these sentences.
whether/or

either/or

both/and

not only/but

1. I’m not sure ___________________ I’m going to the match ___________________ not.
2. My mum is ___________________ a brilliant doctor, _______________ she is a great runner too.
3. The weather is forecast to be ___________________ hot ___________________ humid.
4. We are having ___________________ pasta ___________________ curry for dinner.

Correct the Spelling Mistake

Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling
of the word in the box.
1.

Each chyld was given a
certificate.

2.

Tom won a gowld medal.

3.

Lee went swimming arftr school.

4.

The parth was very steep.

5.

Josef was shaw that he was right.

6.

Suki was the ownly child who
liked peas.

7.

They were a very noisy clars.

8.

It was very cowld outside.
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Epic books: Thirsty, Thirsty Elephants
Pages 2-3
1) Where is the story set? _______________________________
2) Why does Grandma Elephant take a big sniff? Tick one
• She is hungry
• She is tired
• She is thirsty
• She is ill
Pages 4-5
3) Find and copy two animals who were at the riverbank.
__________________ and ___________________
Pages 6-7
4) Why did Grandma push her trunk into Little Calf’s back?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Pages 10-11
5) Why does Grandma dig her tusks into the ground?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
6) Which adverb is used to describe how the water seeps into the holes?
_____________________
Pages 12-13
7) Match the character to the action

Little Calf

stops in a thicket to munch leaves.

Grandma

chews and chomps.

The herd

remembers a watering hole from a long time ago

Pages 14-15
8) What happens when Little Calf sniffs for the scent of a watering hole?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Pages 16-17
9) Why can they elephants not drink the water?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Pages 18-19
10) Which verb is used to describe how the elephants go on and on?
___________________________________________________
11) Why does Little Calf drop? Tick one
• She is hungry
• She is thirsty
• She is too hot
• She is tired
Pages 20-21
12) Why do you think Mother and the others keep Little Calf in their
shadows?
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
13) The thirsty, thirsty elephants walk on slowly.
Which adverb is used to describe how the elephants walked? ___________
14) Why does Grandma trumpet for the herd?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Pages 28-29
15) Find and copy two facts about elephants from this page.
• ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
All pages
16) Tick the box to show whether the statement is true or false.
Statement
The book is set in Kenya.
Grandma visited the watering hole a long, long time ago.
Daddy elephant leads the herd.
Grandma and Little Calf play until the sun rises.

True

False

How the Elephant Got Its Trunk
Many people have wondered why Elephants have such big trunks, this story explains just that…
Long, long, long ago on the continent of Africa, millions of
elephants roamed freely. They still had rough, grey, wrinkly skin
and enormous, flappy ears. But, instead of a long, flexible trunk,
they had a short, useless snout. Well most did, all but one
elephant called Mombasa…
Mombasa was kind and noble, he was nice to everyone, although,
not everyone was nice to him. Mombasa was born with a snout that
was larger than the average elephant’s “Ahh! What is that on his
face?” Auntie Arusha screamed when she first saw him. “His snout is
long and bendy!” declared Uncle Kisumu. “It looks like a wriggly worm on his face!” giggled
Cousin Siakago. Despite their horrible comments, Mombasa’s mama snuggled up to him and
said “I love his nose, it makes him unique.”
As the years went by, Mombasa grew tall and strong, of course his ‘snout’ grew too. Each and
every day Mombasa endured unkind comments about his snout, other elephants would refuse
to play with him as he was different to them. Mombasa pretended that this did not bother him,
but inside his heart was breaking, he just wanted to be accepted.
One glorious summer day, Mombasa was grazing on the grassland, and chewing and chomping
on the luscious leaves that covered the acacia tree. He was stretching his trunk as high-up the
tree as possible to reach the tasty leaves that sat at the top of the tree, when suddenly he
detected some strange on the end of his trunk. There was something hanging in the tree.
Something round and yellow, he prodded it with his trunk and it fell to the floor smashing open
as it hit the ground. A sensational, sweet odour filled the air. Mombasa scooped it up with his
snout and plopped it straight into his mouth. The taste was phenomenal and Mombasa’s face lit
up. He had discovered a delicious, juicy fruit and only he could reach them. In excitement, he
shook the tree with his snout and suddenly it was raining fruit! Dozens fell and hit the ground.
Mombasa started to eat them one by one.
The herd, hearing the commotion, came over to see what was happening. “What are those?”
asked Cousin Siakago. “Mangoes!” yelled Uncle Kisumu, “I’ve heard they are delicious, but I
have never tried one as I could never reach them.” “I can reach them using my snout,” declared
Mombasa.
“Please, please reach me one,” begged Uncle Kisumu, “And for me!” yelled Siakago. Suddenly,
all of the herd were begging for one of these scrumptious fruits, they realised how unkind they
have been and apologised for being horrible to Mombasa. Mombasa felt appreciated now. “I will
get you mangoes, but first I would like to give my mama the plumpest mango I can fine, she was
the one who stood by me and reminded me every day that I was special, thank you mama.”
Mombasa became the hero of the herd, providing the elephants with the rarest, most delicious
fruits. Word spread of Mombasa and his long snout, which quickly got renamed as a ‘trunk’.
Elephants all over would practise reaching the tops of trees daily, stretching their snouts as
much as possible. Eventually, snouts began to grow inch by inch, baby elephants would be born
with bigger snouts than their parents, and so on. Now, elephants of today are unaware they
ever had snouts, they could never imagine life without their long, helpful trunk.
That is how the elephant got its trunk.

Your animal story
What is the name of your animal? Draw it in the box.
_________________________________
In which country can your animal be found?
__________________________________
What is special/unique about your animal?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
How could your animal have gotten its special feature?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Are there any other characters in your story?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Where is your story set? ________________________________
Vocabulary to use: (use the vocabulary page in your pack to help with
this)

Beginning

Middle

Story Planner
End

Take a look at the 'animal ideas' separate page for ideas.

Your turn! Use this paper to write your story.

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

Vocabulary

Animal Adjectives
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This week in handwriting we
are learning the joins for 'aw'
and 'ew'. These joins can be
practised in the words 'saw'
and 'grew'.

��

large

small

fast

fierce

so�

slow

elegant

furry

_JI
vicious _JI
wild
II
hairy
II

[ powerful

I
I
I
I
I

I
thick -=:JI
curved .:JI

shiny

long

Handwriting

pec,a 1
sneaky
Handwriting videos are
uploaded onto DB on
Monday mornings to
support with this.

Maths- New unit- 'Mass'
Session1:To be able to compare the mass of objects in kilograms

Please visit the Year 2
'maths meeting- pack
9/10' pages to find videos
to support this.

Is the handbag heavier than, lighter than
or as heavy as 1 kg?

Use the statements 'heavier than' or 'lighter than' to fill in the grey
blanks

The nevvspapers are

ca

'l'

I III II I

Kg

The sack is
I III I'I .,

.___________,11 kg.

l
�--� 1kg.
heavier than
lighter than

Is the handbag heavier than, lighter than or
as heavy as 1 kg?

It is heavier than 1kg, the
bag weighs ______kg

It is as heavy as 1kg, the
bag weighs ______kg

Complete the
word problem
using the bar
models to help
you.

Complete the
word problem
using the bar
models to help
you.

Task 1a
Cut out the scales
below and order
them from lightest
to heaviest.

Task 1b:

Comparing masses in kilograms

The mass of the suitcase is

kg.

The mass of the apples is

The mass of the sugar is

kg.

kg.

The weight of the __________________ > ___________________.

The weight of the __________________ < ___________________.

kg

The suitcase is heavier than the apples. How much heavier?
9 kg

2 kg

The sugar is lighter than the apples.

1 kg

How much lighter?

kg
2 kg

kg

What is the total weight of the suitcase, apples and sugar?
9 kg

2 kg

1 kg

Session 2: To interpret scales labelled in grams
To compare the mass of objects in grams
Remember!
We can
measure length
in cm.
We can
measure the
weight of
objects in grams
(g).
We can
measure liquid
using ml.

Complete the blanks in the scale.

Match the weight
to the correct
scale.

28 g

80 g

Complete the
blank sequence
below.

60 g

15 g
<

<

<

Record the weight of each parcel using ‘g’.

g

g

g

g
g >
heaviest

g >

g >

g
lightest

Session 3: To solve multiplication and division problems about mass.

Task 3a

Multiplication and division

1.

Two 50 g masses are needed to make the marker on the blue scales point to 100 g.
Draw where the marker should point on the red scales.

2.

The mass of 1 box of pens is 40 g. There are 5 pens in a box. What is the mass of 1
pen? Label the bar model to help you choose a calculation to solve the problem.
g

g

g

g

g

The mass of 1 pen is

g
3.

There are 10 bricks. Each brick has a mass of 2 kg.

What is the total mass of the 10 bricks? Draw a bar model to find out which calculation is
needed to solve the problem.

The mass of 10 bricks is

kg

g

Sarah is travelling on holiday but her air line only allows her to bring
20 kg in her luggage. What items can she bring in her suitcase?

�
�
,_.

I
�\

2 kg

7 kg

1 kg

13 kg

3 kg

11 kg

How much does the sugar weigh?

300

g

SATs based questions on capacity, volume and mass alongside some
number sequence practice questions.

